For immediate release
St. John’s Newfoundland. - Aug. 2015 - Walsh’s Philatelic Services
announces the release in electronic form of the award winning Walsh
Newfoundland Specialized Stamp Catalogue (NSSC) and its ‘mate’
Walsh British North America Specialized Catalogue, 10th edition. These
eCatalogues continue to provide volumes of philatelic information and
offer much more than just price changes! A study of these full-colour
pages reveals in-depth detail beyond any other catalogue on the market.
The tradition of providing colour images to go with the presented
detailed descriptions continues. The forward thinking Walsh cataloguing
format provides easy viewing for each issued value of British North
America from 1851 to 1951.
A noted Newfoundland historian, Colin Lewis opines, “this catalogue is
an asset in all areas and a must-have reference for serious collectors and
postal historians, as well as professional dealers.” In this edition besides the regular variety
updating, can be found numerous listings for unissued essays, die proofs and colour trials with
many having images attached. Continuing with fresh uninhibited thinking, as was demonstrated
in the 9th edition 2014, concerning the rouletted 1876 stamps placement, the Newfoundland
Catalogue edition takes on a new challenge. Featured on side by side pages are the impressive
major catalogue re-workings for the never-before-manner of detailing Newfoundland’s 1897
Trial Surcharges and Surcharged Overprint issue. New research insights on some of the first
flight covers are presented. And within this 737 page tome is research offered by Sammy
Whaley on his Cents issue covers. Closing out the catalogue are several revealing articles.
Its comprehensive mate, Walsh British North America Specialized
Catalogue, is no slouch! It continues to detail information not to be
found in other catalogues. It brings inside the covers of its 624 pages the
many unissued attempts that tempt Canadian collectors, so that they do
not have to search far afield. These are the trial essays of: Colony of
Canada, Large Queen, Small Queen and MacDonald Cartier designs.
The one-location listing for airmail flights of both the semi-official and
the authorized Canada Government Official Airmail Flights is a boon to
airmail collectors. The stated revenue stamp section with its imaged die
proof listings certainly enhances the ability of revenue collectors to have
that information close at hand. And as the Canadian historian Ron
McGuire suggests, “all are contained in a specific location; no more
having to search elsewhere.”
Both of these eCatalogues will be found at www.nfldstamps.com where
sample pages are provided. You will be directed to lulu.com site where the download files are
acquired and sent.

